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Food first

The song

I walk here"
-a Native American jaime. Delman
.

. Op Saturd~y, November 22, 1980, the Long
Walk For Survival walked from Fort Lee, New Jersey
over the GeorgeWashingt on Bridge, down Broadway,
across !25th st. and Knox Ave. to the bane shell
in central Park. The historical walk began June 1,
i980 in calif~rnia where Indians representing 80
North American Tribes began a .journey across the
country. ·The Native Americans were also accompanied by walkers from Japan, Sweden. France, and
West Germany.

I was proud to join with these people on
their walk from the G.W. Bridge to Central Park.
The walkers plus 75 or so people from .the Metropolitan area congregated at the entrance to the Bridge
at 9 am. The Indians arrived in a caravan of vans,
pick-up trucks, ahd an old bus. Holding colorful
banners andwearlng traditional feathers and clothes,
the North Americans chanted before the walk began.
Japanese monks also joined in Buddhist chants. one
Native American walked through the crowd with burn- ing "Sage"- one of the traditional herbs burned as
part of the ceremony.
Then the walk began, accompanied by police
escorts. The press was w~s waiting at the New
York side of the Bridge. The walkers walked very
fast. Myself and others had to jog to keep up with
them. As we proceeded down Broadway through Harlem
the people lined up on the sidewalk and raised their
fists in support.
It: took two and a half hours to walk the route.

were no rests. As the walk went through
Central Park, two men dressed in tweed suits watched
the procession from horseback, as I climbed into ~
the back of a pick-up truck from Idaho, with some of
It was an ironic -scene.
the walkers.

. ~There

. cont. on

page
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SAGA SAGA

Jon S~roko
as
students,
fifty
about
ago;
Roughly two weeks
problems
discuss
to
met
well as several SAGA employees
pertaining to the food service. Also attending the
meeting was Mary Sugatt. Several issues were raised·
chief among them was the poor quality of the food,
and the constant shortages and long lines. As·
various people raised specific grievances, including
·. the proliferation of cockroaches, it was evident
that there was near unanimity in the group that
radical change of some sort was necessary. (I will
· riot include Ms. Sugatt in this group, as I am not
aware of ·her sentiments at the time. ) At this
j _u ncture it was decided that planning arnong students
was needed, and to this end, Mrs. Sugatt was asked to
lea~e. At this juncture it should be noted that the
Administration of the college has been very ·
cooperative than they are when issues involving the
College's culpability _are involved.
cont. on page 10

·

by Paul Hostoysky
During the past few we~ks many Bard students were
goaded onto an activism which has helped to populate
the -otherwise sadly desolate student forum meetings.
What was the goad? Food. The quality of the SAGA
food service was being discussed, and everyone and
his neighbo~ was there to help voice complaint. The
student voice was never before so thoroughly in
accord. Everyone agreed: the food sucked.~ There
was no opposition. That the manager was 'relocate~'
that SAGA officials were grimacing and that the food
service's place at Bard seemed more and more precarious
was regarded by most as a major victory for us.
La victoire
Excuse me, but I beg to diff~r.
est encore loin. To my mind the quality of the food
here is comparably a very light-weight issue. I'm
sure I will lead an embarrassingly small throng when
I speak for the contented, but in 3 1/2 years at
Bard (2 of them avidly veg.) I've always thought the
food was O.K. Problems like breakage, wastage, "food
fights" and general i'misbehaviour" in the Common's
have always seemed to me more pressing problems than
food quality. Nine tenths of the world is worried
about quantity of food; we are the lucky few who
are able to worry ourselves about quality, a
subjectiveist's issue anyway in the final run.
Whatever the case rna ) be, I wish to draw your
attention to a different front where a victory, a
true victory, will be taking place. The taste of
this victory has to do with hunger. On Thursday,
November 20, there will have been a general fast at
· Bard for the sake of the American Indians. I ·use
the future perfect because this article appears
after the fact. But many of us fast on this day to
protest the F.B.I. harassment of American Indians
on U.S. reservations. More immediate -perhaps is our
hope of obtaining some sort of reinbursement
money from SAGA. The Indian cause, it should be noted,
has found much backing here at Bard ever since a fellow
named John Soto was here working on tpeir behalf.
Many of you remember him as that nameless guy with a
green cap, chewing a toothpick and selling posters
of Indians outside the dining commons. Well John
spoke vehemently and accurately about many issues,
all of them sad to hear; unimaginably horrible
prison condidtions, isolated and obvious instances
of government corruption, corruption in the ·F.B.I.,
and the continued atrocities against Indians on
their reservati~ns, in prisons and on the street,
were just some of the topics discussed. In short
the war in our own backyard and our complete unwilling=
ness either to acknowledge it or enter it, was the
theme of John's talk. That evening many of us looked
to each other with strong purpose written on our
faces. We began to join our efforts. We pooled
money right there for John to take with him to
Washington. In ut·f er faith we gave him that mone :y
and in continued faith we continue to work together
on varied issues. The entire American Indian problem
is only one of these issues. The Bard _Solidarity
Committee had its origin here. They are the
organizers of this fast. About the fast itself w~at
more is there to say than this: it has been the
first victory. Being difficult, spiritual, elevating,
healthy and shared, it has borne fruit.e
--........-
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Ronald V. Oellums
2464 Rayburn Building
.
Washington, DC
20515
Dellums' a~de, who's on top of everything, is Charles
Stephenson.
I know, brothers, I don't have to express the
importance of you working closely with brother John
Soto, since he is a Defense Committee organizer for
the eastern part of the us. As you are aware, if
.we work collectively and united
are more effective
in our struggle.
.
·
'l'he hunger striJ:e protest sounds like a good..,
id~~~o~f~n support for our cause and there are
millions out there unsatisfied with the whole US
government, but read where this election had the
lowest turnout of voters for any President in 38
years. Whereas only 1/4 of khe adult males'votea
and only 53%·of the voters voted.
This tells us there are millions 6£ people fed
up and disgusted with thi~ government and ar·e
looking for a change. It is up to us to educate
them that there cari and will be a~change if ~e
unite. What we start~d in the 50s and 60s can, be'
completed in the 80s, but again some of them must
be. willing to sacricice and pu_t ourselves sm.~ ·
front.· ·.
~:· · · ·." ·.
· :.: .~: ;· ·· ::· . .,
Well brother~,' I 1 1'1 close this letter -n~re .'
Please pass on my solidarity and love to our many
friends and supporters.
In the spirit .of Crazy Horse and Che,· ·
Leonard Peltier.

Letter from leonard Peltier
Greetings,
I would like for you to please pass on my
appreciations to the Bard staff for ~n excellent
dedicated issue of Bard's newspaper, it was well' written and of course, the most important of all,
factual.
My hopes of ever being free or semi ~ree and,
being able to walk and associate with my people
and supporters again can only happen through collective efforts of: support;. _from people, both domestic
and abroad.
.
·
· .
.
. Which br:i.ngs me to mention another issu~ of
great importance that has cd~e to out attention. Just
recently a number of my supporters have received
replies to .their lett.ers fr~m Congressman Ron D~llums
asking what if anything can~they do to put pressure
on the Feds to have them r~open ~nd invest~gate ~Y
case.
.
. . Apparently, Mr. Dellum .• s o!fJ.ce. ·.has h~e~.
receiving a lot of ina{l ,f;r;¢in my :pe9p~e a:Ud·. S-upport..:-.
. ers, so Mr. Dellwn~' office<i~ ·g·9ing ·(at tbis' time' I
believe they may hav_e already, but I have not
received qny official word ~ha~ ~t has) to take'the
c·opies, petitions and letters ; into the Chairman 1 s
office of the House '"'J·tdiclary Committe q..nd ·ask fcir an
investigation and he·aFing ·on my,c~se. Mr. Dellurns
believes this is my only. ··r·ecourse ·left to get the
Justice Department to reopen my case and givem~
another .trial~
. . .
(1) Th~ issues you should J:;>ring up to the
chairmen of -the Judibi.~}:y c~rnn1~ttee ctte: the iJ.·legal extradition in one article of the extradition treat:~ cl"'early reads the country requesting
the extradition shall not use fabricated evidence.
I am not certain if that is the correct quote but
I'm sure you can obtain a copy of the _extxadition
tre~ty between the USA and Canada from any l;aw
libr~y.
It is important that you have our supporter u~e direct quotes ~n th~se letters to the
Judiciary Coin!fli:ttee chairman.
. ,
(2) f'f:rl1~-)~ls~. cif thieats ·~~d coercin·g _against
witnesses to' t~stify against me dur·ing the FBI's .
investigation of the deaths of the two agents. This
is a constitutional violation ruled on by the Supreme
Court.
· (3) ·The de,nial to put up a defense at my farce
of a trial in Fargo, North Dakota by Judge Paul
Benson. He denied us the right to cross~examin~
government wit,nesses, properly knowing' damn well
th'y~ were lying.
· ·
.
.
It is important ·that ·we strongly emphasize t_o ·
our suppo~te~s that instead of writing collective
letters 1 send.ing one to say Edwards and a cop~ of'
that letter to the others, that they take. a few
extra minutes and tlie. "cost of a couple of. ~xtra
stamps that they write .. an .'ind.ivi.,:luai lett~r to them.
Also, they s"hould ask Edwards I arid' ROdino for ·answers
to .these le::~er;;. ·.
· _ ..
. ·.
.· ..... ·.
, ...
Also you should (however you 1ntend to do th1s
through a cover lett~r or mou.th to ~out,h??) express
·the importance of _a committed ~.rriter of a letter
that he enco~rages a friend, a fami~y~memRer, or
neigl:ilior to wi'ite lett~s. ·.
. ..
As of date the m~jority of letters and petitions
have come 'from_ EUroJ?E7_ a~d ~~r,.·l~l"e_ few t\ouse-nd f~bfll ·
within the USA..
It ip ,aga,in. Jm~orta.t:!= that we ..
get as muc~ .Of mor~ 'lett:~r.s1 . etc~, from 1 in: roth ,
Canada.. and the US.
,.
I was ju$t thinking in order for you to use
co~rect quotes of la~ and th~ violations of. law
use by the. prosecution in my ca.seJ .You should write
and re o.est a'ssist~n~e frOm ~ne' of my laWyers t9 . '
p~operly prePa.~e ·~.co~~~ ·-1~t~er.-·~~d· p~~itio~~- · ·
. (LAWYER}
& . JoPI1 Priuiter.a ~ _· . .
·
Suite 201
1302 +8th St. NW
Washington, DC
20036
. (202) 234 -:-. 7235
aCme - · (202) 466 :.. . 5476.
Here are the names .of the ~hairme~ of ~h~ H9~se of
Judiciary <;o,lnmittee an~ Congpe~~man Del). urns.·
1
Rep .. Donald :Edwarffs ·.
_
·
~ Rm •. · ~4o7. ·H.ouse 9ff.i,_ce Buildtn~ Annex 1
W.a?hi~gton, I?C
20515

.... Rep. -Pi!!ter w. ~od~no Jr.
2137 Rayburn .
·.
· .. House· .of£ ;Lee· aidg~. ~· · ··- · ·
zo515
· wa~hin:9ton,'_ oc

we

KKK-'80

David puke, young media figure for the Ku Klux
Klan has a new brainstorm: "The National Association
for the Advancement of White People ... · Duke·and his
Klan·organization in 1980 might strike an outrageous
note in the "liberal mind, but in a country whose
legal system just acquitted six Klan/Nazis on five
counts of murder in Greensboro, the idea is not
inconceiveable. The Klan is maintaining momentum
in more ways t,han you might realize. ,
Perhaps,as frightening as the terrorism
assoc~.ed with the old Klan is the fact that leaders
of this country.are sha~ing New Klan ideology. Recent
Preside.nt-e,lect Ronald Reagan was the nationally
endors~d _ Klan choice because his policies so'reflect
white supremacy. The Klan backed.Reagan with more
vigor than any presidential candidate in recent history
including Richard Nixon, because his campaign promises
spoke so dir_ectly to Klan goals. Reagan 1 s .antibusing commitment has been for an end to busing a~d
a return to race (and class') segregation.
.
Obviously with national leadership pushing Klan
policies there is no need for them to q.li,gn ex;
elusively with Nazi sympathizers. Whereas in 't:he
60•s Duke wa~ photographed in fron~_of the Chl~ago 7
trial wearing "Gas the Chicago 7 11 on one arm and a
swastika on the other, in the 70's he appeared in , ...
na'tionwide 'talk shows and has interviews i~ public-·
ations like Playboy. F~w if any of t~ese publications
endorse Duke or the Klan, but the coverage they offer
allows him to exploit terms like "reverse discrimination" and organize p~ople behind white supr'emist
ideology.
·
Behind Duke and his media campaigns are the
armed guerilla type Klansmen we are possibly more
familiar with.· The killings in Greensboro·were
evidence of an armed militia. Other Klan activities
include arn\etl vigilantes "patrolling" the southwest~
u.s. border to "ensure" no Mexicans ·cross. ·There ·are
reports of a Klan militia organizing' in the south to
deal specifi·cally with "urban problems."
These kind of racist propositions (activ~ties)
must be taken seriously and opposed. ·To deny the
existence of political organizing on racist lines is
to give them added momentum.· A coalition of
·
cohcerned .people in this area recently formed in
recognition of the need to oppose Kl~n'activities
and related racist propaganda. They operate now
under the "Mid-Hudson Coalition Against Racism and·
Anti-Semitism" and recently sponsored a film The New
Klan which a group of Bard students attended.
---- The audience of supporters totalled approx~
imately·200, and was composed of local peoplei black
and white, Hispanic, young and old. This coali:tion
will be sponsoring events in the future and anyone'
interested can obtain information through the Bard
Solidarity Group. ·
·
:
·Benign n~glect is not a viable vehicle for
change in the face of militant racist organizing.
We must continue to be aware of Klan and racist
propaganda and align with the forces opposing this
racist organizing.e
11
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Jamie Delman
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Perspectives On Anti-·Semitism
The.following incident of anti-Semitic satire has gained such widespread recOJ[I'Zition that it is important to keep i 1 mincl two
relevance which may not have bectz dealt with fully, but are cntcia1 to _gaining tlte most out of this incident.
First, . anti-semitism is a tJery smaU part of the total manifestation of the terrors oj the capitalist system today in the light of
t~e gefl.ocide committed against Native Americans, the peoples of El Salvador, blacks, and many other peoples of the world as well as
spreading nuclear w ~e, pollution, defoliation of the world, the obliteration of more than one hundred species of animals each
year, not to mention the world rise of crime, violence, and gT6Wing attitudes of hostility and intolerance between indioiduals.
This is in no way' ·meant to lessen the terror of anti-semitism, but merely to show the enormity of the monster. of which anti-semitism
is only one tooth. . So, if you are upset by this incicknt -af misunderstanding, know that you are also upset by the bombing of the
synagogue in Paris and by hundreds of other atrocities, for all are produced by the economic system we uphold today and the values
that come with it.
Second, this incident itself exemplifies an attitude which is prevalent in the outside world and very visible at Bard; an attitude which
~exactly what allows. the ·establishment and all of its horrors to exist. This is a lack of understanding of the importance of the threats
m our world as well as a lack of understanding in how to a~t against these threats. The Goldfarbs did not realize their direct relation
to. these pro_blems outside .Bard. an~ also_ that th~ir actions,, f~om bar. mit.zvah to Ba:~ stl!dent! are political no matter wl~at they might
wtslz. This .JS beca~~.e every actwn tmplres reaction and tJus mteraction zs what poltttts ts defined as. If we do not act dtrectly to
change the sys.tem, then our passivity endorses the system and, as .[ve said, the system is the cause for the horror in our society.
] onathdn feldm~ was upse~ by their actions, yet he did not analyze why the anti-semitism exists or. how to change it. We present
.
.
t~ese articles_ in an effort to _show the la~ger implic~tions of anti-semitism and how to act again~t it.

_issu~ .~Jg. re__at

Mark Hambleton

KVETCH.KVETCH.KVETCHThe Goldfarbs

FOR HEDONISM
ANTI-SEMITISM · ·AT BARD=METAPHOR
· ' Jonathan Feldman
·
~

Recently events indicate ·a pattern of what
originally passed. as individual incidents: antisemitism at Bard. 'From Paul Spencer's.characterization of Randall Batterman's deluded ·article on
•
Professor Elliot Skinner in the Ba~d Times as
"Jewish paranola," to the occasional'~lurries t>f Nazi
graffitti, anti-semitism at Bard ·~onu:~·s : and goes
without muc:h fuss. But a rec8?t .''mock BarMitzvah" at Adolph's, the local bar, aggravated an
This· event is
alre~dY. misund~rstood problem.
gen~ally regarded :as an innocuous social occasion,
done purely out of ''fun." Yet, this was a cruel .
joke, objectively anti-semitic beyond the intentions
student
of its participants. One witness, ,.a Jei-tish
.
- ..
' .
at B<g"d reported':
•

._,

~

....

~

..

,

0

-

I

Some weeks ago, I noticed in Kline Commons, an
invitation to a "barmitzvah," of a..'"l Ezra Shem
.9 P.M. the "foilgwing
'Goldfarb a,t Adolph'~'
day, on various table's in the comm:ons before
dinner f and .I think also -at lunch;- t 'h'ere were -xeroxed.
invitations to sai-d barmitzvah. ·~ Obviously, there
was not an actual barmitzvah, which is the first
thing I deduced from ·the available material •. And it
further turned out that a group of people wer~ having
a barmitzvan-theme party. I was a 1ittle'perturbed
by this. It seemed somewhat ~nti-Jewish. So I and
· a coupl~ of £riends ·went down to ·A dolph's to actually
see what was going on be.c ause we were concerned. I
didn't make notes of what happened, but whitt I _do
remember specifically were salad bowls used as
yarnulkahs; one or two, perhaps three individuals with
false noses on to make their noses look larger, or as
a mockery.of. the stereoty~ical Jewish nose .•• It Was
actually very grotesque·, these enormous rubber ri.o ses
and these salad bowls on their heads ... There were
some rather crass jokes, which I don't recall
specifically; the singing of songs from "Fiddler
on the' Roof."· All of this is presented as a l.,ockery
of what a barmitzvah is. It seemed of the twenty to
twenty-five people I could identify in the group
participating in this, I recognized most of them and
they all ,tended to be very affluent people, drugusers by reput.3 .tion, if not in fact.:.~ people who
live j:t very affluent life ._ style- The_ whoie thing
·was pretty disgusting. I found ~ut afterwards -since I had been sitting across the large hall at
Atlolph's t~ey had seen me there -- that apparently
some of them were afraid that I was going to commit
violence against them, although I hadn't said
anything to .anYbody (not that I wasn't angry). They
came to me and said, "Why are you angry?" And they
anticipated ~y anger before I had expressed it,
as though they were guilty of something. The tone
of the eve~t was decadent, nihilistic .•• very much
like children persecuting another child.

at

I con~~onted some of the participants in this
event, and expressed my displeasure over their
advertised "converSion" found in a xeroxed announcement t;:hat ·"The Goldfarbs Go Protestant! Yes It's
incre<iible I l.! T~1:. wo~derful predominately jewish
.Family has Converted! We have even taken on new
names ••• " I told them that their behavior was antisemitic and that I d~dn't appreciate their behavior.
I expressed my anger. They felt that I was paranoid
and argu~d ~hat they were Jewish, that they were not
cont. on page 14

Last year, at about this tim.e , someone made a
pink button. His friends liked it and asked him if
he would make some for them. He did, ~d his friends,
liking the buttin, wore it. -· Within a wee~, people
were up in arms about the pink buttons. They began
making and wearing diffe~:ent buttons in protest. ·· It
was rumored that in order to get a button you had to
sleep with the creator of the button. Due to the
social insecurities of the Bard comrotinity, a simple
button was turned into a symbol for cliques, elitism,
and sexual promiscuity. Are we so insecur·e about who
we are that we allow a simple button to insult us?
mention the pink button in light of the furor
surrounding the Goldfarb family and a Bar Mitzvah
they held at Adolph's some time ago. Some members
of the Jewish community were deeply offended. We
must question ,!:his reaction. We wonder whe1;-her these
same people would have been equally offended ,hP,d,,.1fp.e \ .:-..}
Goldfarbs called .. themselv:es 11 Murp):ly 11 and _hela ~ . ·
traditional Irish-Catholi~ wake at Adolph's rather
than a Bar Mitzvap. Pe~haps these same people should
be reminded that the word "nigger 11 was created by
the English to refer to the Irish-I

These people insist that the Goldfarbs were
fostering and encouraging a very dangerous stereotype. We must point out that the Bar Mitzvah was
intended to satirize this stereotype. We did_not
stereotype Jewish culture and its traditions; we ·
mocked the stereotype of Jewish culture.
We feel we must reply to Mr. Feldman's
"witness" to the Bar Mitzvah. First, there was only
one person at, the Bar Mitzvah with a 11 rubber nose,"
not three. This person was not a GOldfarb, and his
"enormous rubber nose" also sported bushy ey~brows
and black glasses. Perhaps this person never heard
of Groucho Marx but we have, and we think he's a hell
of a guy (and very funny, Mr. Feldman, very funny).
The witness also complains that he heard "crass jokes. 11
We don't recall any, but you never can tell what will
offend some people. And yes, Mr. Witness, we did
sing songs from Fiddler~ the Roof. Perhaps we will
sing these same songs at the Irish-catholic wake.
Will you be offended? If so, we will si11g "My Wild
Irish Rose 11 instead.
Mr. Feldman also mentions that we feared
violence was going to be comitted against us because
,as he implies, we somehow knew we were being naughty
children. The oniy ~eason we acknowl.e dged this threat
of violence was because one of the witnesses told his
friend that he was angry and he was tempted to act
on his anger.
Mr. Feldman accuses us of fear of persecution
and sickly paranoias. If this were t;r-ue, we would
never have held the Bar Mitzvah irr a public place
and opened qurselves to public opinion. Furthermore,
we wouldn't have handed out invitations to the
Goldfarbs' Protestant party, to which, strangely
enough, no one took offense. Perhaps Mr. 'F eldman and
his witnesses are unaware of the French Hugenots of
the sixteenth century: Protestants who were system- atically massacred by the Catholic royalty of
· cont. on page 15
France.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Editors of

the~Bard Otls~rver,

Finally I receive something of importance from
Bard College. The Special Edition of.the Bard
Observer (Nov. 10} is the first readable public·atio~ th~t I've seen. It is readable because it has
a reason ~being. Unlike n~wspapers whi~h ~re
designed to replace a real sense of cqmmunity by a
reading of other peopl~s' business, the Special Edition does justice to those who are asked to take
their time to read it and to . language in its proper,
most power.f ul use. It is simply written, to the
- point; it informs the reader of an immediate problem and its larger implications; and ·-it avoids
· most of the excessive rhe.toric ·that shouts above .
the honest drama of the issue. And it may be
eff~ctive, giving rise to 'genuine COlJli.IlUnity action.
A criticism:' what is gained from the techniques of marketing? Do you think that you must
sell this story of the American Indians' struggle
for identity and survival? If you do, how would
you do it. and not destroy tl'le · gr'e ater drama · of the
issue, simply· told. Not by ·graphics that picture a _
living American Indian as a white-roan's sentimentalized figure of pre-Custer days., dressed in
deerskins, witp feathers, grim expression, superimposed on an American flag~ How .about a photograph of Leonard Peltier?

typical within the Bard Community-- that is,-t6
create or exaggerate problems so there is something
to bitch about.
! .would also like to point out that these
students' conception of "normal" vo].ume is eventually
going to lead ·someone to throw their stereos out
the window. They seem so fond of making threats
and what safe threats they are -- rnaybti someone
should threaten them, possibly with bodily harm.
Anyway, I really shouldn't take these students
seriously -- they are such harmless anarchists.
letter is just so much buffoonery -- it•
Their
-- C.-- --.
.
irritates me; I hope no one emulates their vain
attempts_at personal freedom. It is decadent
attitudes like theirs which makes me want to puke.
Sincerely,
A Neighbor of
"Several Friends in Seymour"

DODD
Dear sir,
I know there has been another letter to this
effect written, and we would very much appreciate
having them published. I personally find it very
embarrassing for anyone to think the letter written
by the "Friends in Seymour" is representative of
student op1n1on. Thank you very much.
As to the reason they were both submitted
without signatures, I think that is evident. If
for some reason it cannot be published, I would
appreciate it if you could return it to box ***
Again, thank you.
Unsigned

_Sincerely 1
Dawn Felicioni

DODO

DODD
.'

Ms. Felicioni,
T~a~k you very much for your enth~s~~st~c
'response to the special issue. It is good to get
some response from the Bard community. (and that
inc_~l.lj1::s~y~~tr;e~s?_:t:s _a~- we~ll as stud~nts>,· . :'_we ar~
tr~~:9g. tto5 ...,u~ ;.~h.e. Ob~erve~ .fo,~ }~~- g~al~~- _es::- . _ -, .
pecially: to ~nc,l.te greater a.war:_~ness of the __
many issues which do have direct bearing on our
lives (which is noteasy with the current trend of ·
personal -indulgence and closed-mindedn ess in the
Bard comm~nity), and also to get people to understand that they need a sense of community respon~
sibility or things will g~ from worse t~ unimag,
inable in today's societi.
As to our need for marketing: if you have
seen the mailroom fioo:r after each issue comes out
you would know that issues of reality are not
"cool;, at Bard,. (much less in the outside world) ,
and so we have to-"sell" our informa"t;ion, and sell
it better at that: The reason that we used a
"white-man's sentimentalized figure of pre-custer
days" is basically because we didn't - have a picture
of Leonard Peltier, although there was a sketch of
him printed in the issue.
·Agaiti, thank you for your support and enthusiasm.

. .

oooc•

·

'

pear Observer,
I would like to comment on the letter which
."Several Friends in Seymour" found fit to send to
·
Mr. Sears (Oct. 29} •
.First, ~ do not know Mr. Sears, but from the
appearance of his letter (and being a neighbor of
these several friends) he seems to be a fairly
reasonable man. Therefore, I would like ·to show
that thei~ reply was erroneous on several points,
niainly on the conditions of the dorm and ~such •..
If these friends are returning students I as-sume
tha~he¥~hose ~o live in Seymour, and were aware
of the living conditions-- therefore I don't_:think
~hey should complain so bitterly about cracking
paint and such. _The fact that they don't have ·
~creens i~ only due to their not asking our janJtor, Mr.· X, for B & G to install them; for that
Also,
~s what I did and I had t~em within a week.
~hei~ complaint about. th~ showers seems ungrounded.
Hot water is abundant, and ~tains are pientiful.
I reassure you the infestation of bugs is minimal -and probably wholly due to these students' filthy
·rooms. I am not trying to say ev-e rything is rosy,
but ra~he~ t~n these students are doing what seems

_, ~~ :J-; ::--~~.oll"··~-~-~:.:~;~-oe... ;:~~~:•.,;~;~~fl~ ~~~·. ; ~- -:..· ·~.;, ;,;_:~ ;;,;~k-·_., ~- :....:-.,_~~ ~._.;:~~~ T-;._~~:;...~;;·._~ :;~:~c~~-r.~

..

Dear Observer,
First of 'a11 I would like to thank Mr. Sear$
for his commendable effort in trying to deal witjl
the problem of the loudness of the music (and the
heat regulators) in Seymour. It is obvious that
the "Friends" found it difficult to respond in a
basically.coop erative attempt
mature manner to
by Mr. Sears to ;4-nprove -;he S?ituation.~ .. : -· , .
Secondly, I would like to ask the "Friends"
what the living conditions in Seymour have to do
with the volume at which they · play'their ' stereos?
True, the conditions are definitely not comparable
to the Ritz, but, not suggesting you might do
something to improve them (that, I'm afraid, would
be beyond your comprehension) , why the conscious '
effort to'further add to the conditions about which
you complai~? ·E.g.; one i .s greeted by graffiti on
the walls when one walks in the door -of seymour~ ..
These walls were recently painted {for Parents' Day)
and the night of the day they were painted .the
cryptic messages reappeared with renewed yigor~
I am sure, of course, you had nothing to .do with it.
I might also add at this point that the showers do
have not water, and two curtains on each s·t all. As
to the mold, I have never seen any.
And why you f~lt it was necessary to bring up
Mr. X, as you referred to him, is also a question
to which I would be interested in knowing the answer.
Maybe, as you state, it takes him "fifteen minutes'
to vacuum the 45.:.square-feet of the rug in each hall"
because of the filth -- not to mention sh~ving cream.
Incidentally, it .does not take him that long in Hopson. In reference to his six-and~a-half hour day -he not only cleans Seymour and Hopson, but also Fairbairn and• Rev. Shafer's office behind Hopson. Is
that not equivalent to the amount of work the other
custodians do?
Anyway, not to be repetitive, what has this to
do with the loudness of your music? The yolume of
the vacuum cleaner is certainly lower than your
stereos upon occasion. Further, as to the time of
morning he vacuums, I would rather be awakened
between the hours of eight and eleven" than_at
three o'clock a.m. so you cal "appreciate the subtleties in any music." This is not to say I prefer
the sound of the vacuum cleaner to your music -"you can draw your own conclusions."
Now to th~se of you who will probably tr·y to.
interpret this response and support of the administration's doings in general, you could not be ·
I in no way agree with
farther~from the truth!
quite a bit of what comes out of Ludlow. However,
how can we expect any cooperation from th~m when they
receive responses such as yours?!

a

11

A Resident of Hopson
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To the Editors

..

·

,I wqu:(d like to comment on -two items in H«fl,
Hisey 15 report on the Truste':=S I rn~eting ... Fin~t, ,on the issue of .admissions "paliqy ~· Mr. Hisey .correcti}; .ldeiitlfi~d. his c;"o.n cern ahqut .su~h .poficy 'as a
feelirJ.g, ..9-~d added th.e ··c9-veat tha:t 'tie ·w~s ~ot · ~ure .
the figures would bear him out. The issue -ls whether Ba~d . ~.s _admi t:ting. _great·e~ num,be~s of af.fluent
students and turning away from a ,ec;>_mmitm~nt __ to as
socialiy and ~conomica;tly . diverse a studen.t :So¢y!.:-as·
possibl~.
The facts 9peak ~or themse~ves. The budgetary percentage. of financial aid has risen 'from
~-15% to 12.5% in the last five years.
The actual
amount of money that Bard commits and raises every
year for financial aid has risen from $369,994 in
1975 to · $~397 ,244 in +980 • . 'J)he commitment to ,in-.
crease financial aid has been a major part of my
work ·and the work of the Board. The average size of
fina:nciaf aid awards to . students has increase,d at a
rate n."J:r. e ra.,!'id tht:m tl~e rate of change in tuition.
The percentage of the student ··body tha:t recieves
Bard financial aid has risen from 33% ' in J.975 to
5]% in 1980.
. Bard has assumed a · substantially --larger shar~
of the cos-ts of the HEOP program -as ·the percentage
of contributions.by the State of New York has de' . clined :_ precipitously over the last f.ive years. In·
spite of declining subsidy, Bard _has sustained·a
commitment to that prDgram by using its own funds.
· All in all, I think the financ·ial recl:li':d, while
in constant need of improvement,_ has peen in .a dir~
ection exactly opposite to that suggested by Mr.
Hisey~ s feeling.
·
On the q~estion of minority faculty, I submit
that while thehiring of faculty is indeed an involvea process, we are currently attempting to bring
someone here for t .he Spring tet1'1. · ~Vh.·tt 1.;1~. Hisey
.is referring to wi.th respect to the .i3oard m~eting is
-in my report which explains that the HEOP committee
_ and the.. cov ·(Committee on Vacancies)·· were in _the pro.
.
.
. .
.
cess .of . trying to_work out · an ongoing, permanent
line that would st?rt. in the Fall of i98.:r.• ·
··
~:-rr·..

These two particular points do .not, however,
address two somewhat distressing features 'of Mr •.
· aisey's report. No one has asked Mr.· Hisey or anyone else for exoneration or a clean bill of health.
on.the othe~·hand, th~ sense of batti~, struggle and
sp.sp~cion is perhaps inappropriate.
I · think Mr.·
Hisey' ngticed.from . tfie interaction among the faculty,
administration and 'trm;;tees tl).a-t. suspici9n, battle
and fr~~-fl~ating dop.bt. are not health:y .or helpful
to' a smali. COIIUll\,ll:_l.ity! If I or any other m~mber 'of
the admirlistration is at fault because of faulty
communicatio~s, that clearly shouid be criticized.
If.~e err and fail in w~at w~ do, that likewise deserves
~ritlcis~.
But
in.. , the process
of
working day
I
·. •
.
. .
'
.
.
'
to day, month to 'month and year to year I would hope
that cooperation and communication_can triumph over
mere_ postqr'ing, accusation and the spirit 'o f -military combat which Mr. Hisey invokes. The smallness
of the Golleg~ always makes direct contact and conver~atlon possible.

Dear Editc;>rs,.
.
· Thi.s is . in · :i::-~spqn~e ' to sorri~ remarks
ipt.ed in
an earlier issue of this paper.
Those leveling charges of censorship at the
Planning Comm~ttee are either misinterpreting, misrepresentimg, or just plain mis~ing the issue. It
has never been and, hopefully never will be the
policy of the Planning Comm.t_ttee to censor or in any
way edit the content of any Bard publication. The
Planning Conunittee does not have the right, the desire or the ability ~nder the student constitution
to do so

J?r

With that said, allow us to present our side.
of the specific incident _referred to earlier on. In.
the beginning of the year, concern was voiced to the
Planning Committee .from various students concerning
the use of· -outside work in student funded publications. The issue seemed to be that if the students
were pay_;i.ng for a ,Rqblicatiop, it was that public-: .
ation's duty to respond first to the work proJuced
by the student_s . ~ Th·e morality of . this position will
not ba discussed here. It was suggested to the
Planning Committee that~publicatio~s printing outside .work not be funded out of ~he convocation, or
that a limit be set on the amount of outside work
that a student funded pub ~lication be allowed to
print.
Previous to this time, th~ Planning Committee
had been unaware that such a position existed.
Since the implications of the -idea presented were
so far oreaching, it was decided t~at it be found out
if this issue was, -in fact, an issue, or only the
complaints of a minority. Tha.t was the purpose of
the poll of the student body. At no time was it
said that any action was going to be taken on the
results of the poll. Indeed, any such actio~ would
have to come in the form of an amendment to the
constitution, and would have to be initiated by the
student forum. The poll was merely to find out if
the issue was even worth discussing.
The poll, however, was mismanaged, and its r~.
t. :..
~ -' ·."': '1 ~f! ,. ""
.s ults could not be counted as val~d, wh~ch · was r~ghtly exprssed at tne forum meeting that fol~owed ' it.
After that time, no further mention was made of the
issue until articles _in this newspaper appeared.
The Planning Committee has made no attempt to interfere with or even discuss the content of ant publications. Nor do they intend to do so in the
future. Those crying censorship are reacting to a
situation that in fact does not-·exist. The Planning
committee was only trying to asGertain the actual
op~n~on o~ the student body on an issue that we
thought was too large to be under our jurisdiction.
We were trying , in deferring to them to get a better
sense of their stand on the issue, so that we could
better reflect and represent them. ,I hope this
clears up any doubts anyone may have 9n the issue
on hand.
Respectfully yours,
Nayland Blake
Chairperson,
Planning Committee

Finaliy, I wauld like to comment on Mr. Hisey's

perc~ption of the relati~!lship between the administration ~a. <th.e Board of Trustees. 'M:y role is not

to pacify or- to be optimistic. Bard's r:elative . .
succ~s~ and good health are the result _of the cooperat-ive' work of individuals, including the Board,
who together have be~n able to be realist~c and
frank ab~ut the problems that exist and how to solve
them. Mucli mor~ progress needs to be · made.
,.

\

Editors-in-chief
Layout editor
Business administrator

Mark Hambleton
· George Hunka
Anne Liqtner
Howard Freedman

-

I appreciate tpe courtesy of the editors in
publishing - ~y earlier reply to an ftrticle in the
observer •. , I respectfully request the same for this
response which_ is per~aps more·central to the interests of the -student body. I invite Mr. Hisey
. and ~ny and all stude~ts to come to my of.fice, either for the quite regular afternoon sessions scheduled. on the calendar, or at any other time; or to
visit with any other administrator for any ,further
information or'clarification.
i

Cordia1ly,
L~on.Botstein

President

THE BARD OBSERVER
independent newspaper of Bard College .·
Volume 1, issue 4
An

The Bard Observer/Bard College Box 85/Annandale-on-Hudson, NY
12504/{914) 758 - 8564
Responsible comments and replies concerning the
newspaper and its contents are welcome. The
~ Observer is an independent newspaper of
Bard College. Contents copyright (c) 1980 by
the Observer.
All articles in the Bard Observer contain the
opinions of the individual aut~ors. They do
not necessarily reflect the opinions and views
of the editorial staff or other members of
~ Bard Observer.
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Outright u.s. invasion of El Salyador
in response to a broad popular insurrection
may be too risky a maneuver fot the United
States at this time. Instead, it is h~avily
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We came as witnesses out of ashes
To spread.the message of peace to t~ose
·• - -~ · who cried in longing •

And slumbered.
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COMMENTARY

KNOWLEDGE
Jamie Delman
I'd like tp address a problem which is present
at Bard. It stems from an unwillingness for people
to admit their ignorance of a matter.·. I've had many
conversations with Bardians· whose views contained alot
of contradictions. Now contradictions are o.k. when
they result from an inability to balance [your] ·
knowiedge. My qualms with the contradictions I find
are those resulting from ignorance, and a refusal to
recognize that ignorance. For example, when someone
says that sexism is no longer a problem, he or she is
_
d~ ignorant.- And if I suggest to -that person
related reading and they get flustered, I begin -to
wonder~ It'.s realiy puzzling to me. Here we are at
an educati~nal institution to learn. That, in itself
implies ignorance, i.e. , ''~here are ).::hings__that I don't;
know." Why then, are peopie here so afraid and
unwilling to admit a lack of knowledge? Be it politics,
psychology or nutrition. People frequently react
defensively and then in turn, cling tenaciously to
.o ne perspective, (of which they are learned, "Marxiam
or Freudianism, etc.) and insist upon using that to
answer whatever is being discupsed. Very often they
do know a 'significant amount ·about that poini;..of
~iew, but they fail to acknowledge other factors.
Bard is a liberal arts college whose aim is to
- ·educate people with a broad, rather than a specialized education. I find the narrowness perplexing,
but t ·do have some -ideas on its cause. It stems in
peo~les need to prove their self-worth and to glorify
their egos. (If you admit your ignorance~ people are
going to ~:~ink you ar·e inferior, and you want to
~ .' tlpress these people, so you're not going to make a
of yourself). But the problem comes from
. :t; 0 ..
another place·. That is the yearning for easy answers.
(And as carter said, "There are no easy answers.")
This is understandable; as young people we are exposed
to many things to which we want inunediate answers ~
My first replys as the poet Rainier Maria Rilke stated
to a young poet, "love the -questions themselves like
locked rooms." The second reply is this, for God's
sake QUESTION!
Recently I · read an article in the New York Times
about the role of -education. -The author was condemning
the president of a college who believed that the role
of education was to simply disseminate information
(this president was saying this to support the use of
cqmp~ters instead of books). The- author believed
one ' of the vital roles of _education was. to -instill
people with the ability "To doubt" and "to question;"
and to refuse. To rely upon qne source of information,
be it the- Times,
. the Voice, or your economics teachers.
.
,•

"

Unfortunately, our educational system does not ,
try ·anq nurture questioners. Instead, our system
produces -students who have been taught to not
quest.ion .TEACHER.
If you think you are "knowledgeable" and
"educated" just beacuse you've taken a handful of
classes and have achieved a .B.A., you are great~y
mistaken. That is the same attitude that assumes
that because a person has gone th.i:-ough twelve .years
of public education, than he or she must be lit~ate.
The only way to be really educated_ is to seek
information and to constantly desire the expanse of
your knowl~dge. Taking a clas~ is a beginning. But
it's not enough. You've got to do your work AND let
yourself be sidetracked ~ seek out ~ sources,
related issues. Go to-the library when you aren't
requi,J:;ed to do so. (Hang out in the library .· instead_
of the lounge.} · And if you w~nt to be really cool,
d,on't tell your teachers o~ all the "extra ..
- re.adinc~{ you'ive done. The point isn't to prove to
TEACHER how smart you are, the point is to be educated. Any information is useless if it doesn't
stem from genuine curiosity. I ' mean if someone's

talking about the · Russian Revolution and you are in
the dark, admit it, or go find out about it. I am
taking it for granted that you still have a fair
amount of curiosity ;.,.,+-.act. If you don't, I'm not
sure what the remedy is . . .. ,.., 't insist that you have
You used
+-..-, type.
too many papers to write or p0,
to have the key to knowledge~ EveL 1 little kid has
the capacity to be extremely knowledgeable. That's
because he or she questions everything - "Why is the
sky blue?", •_'Why do the-stars stay up?", "Why did that man kick his dog?". These kinds of questions
are not so different than the ones posed by scholars
- and scientists. "Why are there PCBs in the water?"
"Why can't Johnny read?"
What I am advocating is applicable to anyone
regardless of race, gender, class or major. Don't
fall into the trap of self deception .(credits=knowledge} Just because you've had two courses in four ,_
divisions doesn't make you wellrounded. You've got
to have an appetite for knowledge, which is so great,
that its replenishment just produces more hunger.
And maybe then you'll become.less ignorant.
(But don't count on it!) •

BRUCE "GUTS" VENDA
I'm not going to attempt to make this a funny
column. It's not that .I've ,lost my _sense of ' htUnor
(a lot of you wou_ldn 't call it that); let's j~st say
that it's suspended for this issue. THroughout last
year and into this, I have rarely been serious about
my subjects in these articles, mainly because I felt
that the subjects sis not merit serious treatment. ,
It was occasional, of course, that someone act~ally
took me seriously; one of my favo~ite targets, Mr.
Feldman, 'wrote an - actual rebuttal to my put~down of
Marxists last year. Well, this is no put-down.
This is the real thing.
My fodder for this column is a certain attitude
held by most of my student friends who consider
themselves concerned with what goes on here.
-Presumably, it is also. an attitude held by many
members of the Administration, especially those
with the biggest say over, ,again, what goes on here;
I presume they hold this attitude also because there
wouldn't be such contention between themselves and
aforementioned group otherwise.
This attitude is familiar to anyone who has been
on one side of a conflict during a period of open
hostilities. Its brother is the attitude that says
"kill or be killed"; another realtive is the attitude
of not t ·i 'usting anything neltknown. Many of you may
find one or all of these attitudes inapplicable to
this microcosm we exist in f\ow; however, the "us vs.
them" attitude is applied frequently, most often in
conjunction to student-administration hassles. For
those of you who don't know what thi mind-set as
presented at Bard looks like, it goes something like
this:
On one hand, it is typified by the letter
A.
to Peter Sears that appeared in the last issue of
this humble rag. The people who wrote it felt so
incensed by such ari obvious "fascistic Clampdown" on
their freedom that th~Y left no room to consider,
among. other things, that they must have been actually
doing something that offended Peter's sense of the
parameters of his job, or that :ti.;&y might have
actually hurt someone innoqent (like Mr. X) with
their backlash. These people felt that there was
no way to compromise with the Administration's unreas9nable attitude, and so p~inted their reply to
Peter without even giving him a look at it first.
On the other hand, there is· the letter
b.
itself, which was so ' full of holes in its credibility
no effQr.t
that one could see what was behind itconwtith
. on page 'l.J
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lustful Degradation Part II

=

Sexual Politics At Bard
In case you didn't notice, there was. something
really frightening in the last issue of the Bard
Observer. It was a supposedly innocuous little-piece
of entertainment gaily titled "Lustful Degradation."
The article itself ~ fairly harmless·, but the attitudes it represented~ as typical of the Bard community,
wer·e, appalling.
For those of you who: A. Didn't read ~he last
Observer (you're out of touch with your envi~onment),
B .. skipped over. 11 Lustful Degradation," or c. Read LD
but don't remember it all .that well, I'll give you a
brief summary. It is, basically, a slice-of-life
sketch of how a young and emphatically male Bard student
passes .a typical Thursday night. He gets drunk, goes
.to Adolph ts, gets·- drunker, is picked up by a young
lady (as the author ptits it, "or should I say female")
·spends the night with her and wakes the next morning
awash in a sea of self-reproach. The theme of the
story . {as nearly _as l c;ou,l:d tell, and .if, I 'rn reading
-this wrong it's the fault of .~he anonyrnpu9 ,author for
not making his point in clearer terms, but this is
socia1., not literary criticism, so I won't digress)
the_theme of the whole piece is a conclusion of a
night w.::;tsted in me-aningless and ultimately unsatisfying debauchery. · All v~ry well, but while it
probably neede to be said, there is something deadly
wrong in the way it wa~ said. The author attempts to
gain the sympathy of his audience by having the
protagonist adopt an attitude_he believ~s to be in
accord with" theirs. I'm talking about that qld enemy,
the double standard of morality, which was supposed to
have been done to death but which is still alive, well,
and flourishing in the world in general and at Bard in
particular.
The relationship depict~d in LD is anything but
one. The protagonist encounters a girl he
describes as "one of those light weights 11 and a
11
typical Bard fungirl u :c!!!) . Considering the
obviously high degree of respect he has for her, it's
only natural that when she comes over to his table, hh
pegins to talk with her, especially since she starts
by propitiating his ~go by making reference to a
"near-brawl the Boomer and l had been in in Newark
the month before. 11 From there they talk about nthc evils of society 11 (!?! ! ! } and baseball and roc~
groups. ·she asks him to head back to campus, and, as
the protagonist says, "I couldnit refuse."

a

heal~hy

Very well, you say, that's a pretty positive thing,
downright liberated, letting the girl seduce the guy.
Let the ladies have their turn, heh heh heh. Granted
for the moment that the depiction of the relationship
is at least fai~ because both men and women are equally
degraded, the kicker comes in the morning after-wakeup scene, when the man reacts to t~e woman with open
disgust: He blames her for his own degradation.
Now, understand, pr~ctically any person, being
human anq_hence horny, will attempt to win potential
sex partners ~y~ in essence, giving them wpat they want.
This is the sures~ way ~o get laid {try it if you
don't believe me) and it can lead to all sorts of
interesting and amusing.mating rituals, not to mention
Neil Simon comedies and the like. As long as you keep
-it on the level of a game, it's fairly harmless. But,
and this is _a big but, if you us~ it to blackmail
your partner into acting in.a fashion that will give
you a handy excuse for d~spising . them later, when convenient (usually the morning after) you are not
playing by the_rules and have turned sex into a viciou~
and, yes, degrading activity. This .is why "enlightened" modern society discounts the old woman's cry of
. "lw seduced me~ with scorn when it comes from .the lips
of anyone considered mentally competent to manage
their own affairs. It's assumed ·that you're a
consenting adult, that you're where you are becaus~
you've made choices that put you there, and if you wake
up feeling degraded-it's your fault. not your partner/
vict.i.m' s. It's a question of responsibility for your

0

actions, and, on the wholw, women have shaped up to
the challenge pretry well over the years of change.
What, then, can be the meaning of having the roles
reversed, of having the ~cry rape, rape. Women
have a hard enough time having to walk a aouble
standard, treading a tightrope between "frigid" and
"whore" while still trying to get some honest sexual
gratification, without being confronted with a
loathesome tactic that should have go~e the way of
corsets and hoop skirts and other vile encumberances
of the bad old days. Judging by LD, however, it's
made a comeback, on the strength of the idea that
reversing the roles makes an immature and vicious'
attitude acceptable. It's the old double standard:
we've all more or less agreed that women can't and
shouldn't act this way, but now men can? Progress
takes a giant step backward!
In this case, men can learn from women's experience
(and vice versa, of course). The sooner we put all
such asinine guilt trips behind us face up to our
sexual responsibilities, men and.women alike, the
happier we'll all be, and_the more sexually fulfilled.
Death to the double standard. •

UNTITLED TO DATE
I am reading Time magazine at breakfast. I can't
function without reading in the morning. r read all
four sides of the Cheerios box and the coupons, and
since the magazine's still sitting there I pick it up.
I don't normally read Time magazi~e because I feel so
powerless ~nd.that all the politicians are really
dumb. And I hate dumb people when their ignorance
affects me in a big way. And these politicians have
the ~tupidest prerogatives. And they play political
games that involve me. And I hate that so bad.
And my Cheerios are getting soggy and I'm
blaming Ronald. Reagan for that and I have every right
to because I'm so full with rage that it's impossible
tc swallow. I glance away from Reagan and continue
with my breakfast and I realize I kind of enjoy the
soggy things. The company's always boasted about.•
their crispiness an~ now I learn that I like them
better soggy.
I'm getting the urge to read again and I'm too
frustrated to deal with Reagan again, so I look at
the advertisements~ I glance at a fasPion model, a
flawless girl.that you are forced to fall for, because
of her perfect composition. And !.fall for her and
that kind of bothers me because I can never have her
but I want to. Out of the corner of my eye, on the
adjacent page, I see a withered animal, my curiosity
brings my eyes .onto it. And it's not an animal at
all but it's a human being that is staring right at
me, making me feel really uncomfortable. And I have
to look back at the fashion model but I realize that
she is looking right at the little boy on the next
page. And I force myself to look at him and he is
starving in the desert with a half-million others.
And !,try to turn the' page but I am stopped by a
slogan at the top whi9h says that I can help or I
can turn the page. And there is no way I'm going
to turn it now. So I push away from the table so
hard that the chair starts to fold and throws me
off balance and I'm feeling nauseous and I run to
the bathroom and throw up all my Cheerios because
I am not starving and he is and I don't have money
to help because I don't like to work and I bet the
little boy in the picture is already dead and he's
really the only one I wanted to help because he
watched me eat Cheerios. And I start to feel the
pain of the little boy and I wish that I were him
because he is dying and I feel responsible because
he looked at me like I was. And I want to trade
places and I pray to god that I could be in Biafra
and the little boy cpuld be eating Cheerios in my
kitchen. I start really feeling the pain and I
wish I could be that boy. I really wish I was in
Biafra starving because I would starve and die and
never feel the pain that I am feeling right now,
that I feel over and"over again, and I glance into
the mirror and I am beginning to feel better because
I know that I am the one that is really suffering.•
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.·· : ~SA~G~A~.S~A~G~A~IIIi.C~O~N~T~."=F~R~O~M~~PA~G~E~----------.--------------------------~~ THE SONG I WALK HERE . . . .
. A list of demands was agreed -upon (reprinted
DA NATIVE AMERICAN
elsewhere in_ this siiue) and a steering conunittee se
SAGA
Zucconi,
selected to present them to Richard
Continued from page i
district-Ma nager, the following morning. Mr.
Zucconi had been asked ~reviously to attend this
A series of speakers including the noted law-~
meeting_~ ·
yer William Kumstler, and David Beale, spoke on the
· .- · And so" it was .that .the'followi ng morning· Mr.
plight of the Indian ?eople. One of the Indians that
.Zucconi, Mrs·. Sugatt, Mr. Papadimitri ou and seventy
spoke was LePnard Peltier's brother. He told of the
som~-odd students met in the committee rooms. The
FBI shootout on Pine Ridge Reservation that led to
removal o~ Larry Wizeman seemed no problem to any
the incarceratio n· vf LeQnard Peltier.
of the participant s. A sincere pledge was fort~~~~~~.
The turnout was not very large. This saddened
fr.om Mr. Zucconi that'his company would do its
meL I was disgusted at the lack of coverage on the
utmost to correct the deficiencei es in the quality
evening news. I "-guess "Genocide" isn't important
of the food; many stud~ts saw this as a feeble
enough to cover on the · news programs. NBC had ten
attempt at humor, but we 1 pressed on nonetheless .
seconds of coverage on the walk, although they report·
Mr. Zucconi was not as flexible in the latter part
ed extensively on the fictitious shootout on the TV
of the demand #1; the removal of other employees
show Dallas.
in the unit (all administrat ive or managerial
The message is the same. Each speaker gave anemployees). The second demand, that no employees
other case of the injustice pre~ently committed
. pther than those the grO\jlP wanted be dism_issed in
against the Native American People. :Right now, 50 ~.;
:t:eprisal,_ was accede to, lalthougp this probably c
of the women of childbearin g age have: been sterilbecause SAGA cannot afford to have unfair labor
ized. It was done either against their will or
practice charges leveled at it.- The third demand
under the coercion of government officials. They told
was directed at the A&ninistrat ion: the ''declassifi cof water that has been contaminate d by nuclear waste _.
, ation" of the SAGA/Bard Contract. Mr. Papadimitri ou
Spontaneous abortions and increased mutations due to
refused, first-saying that he would not release it,
radiation. What the Indians are demanding is the
then reversingni mself and saying that he could not
immediate end of forced sterilizatio n, the cessa~ion
release it.
Uranium mining 9n reservation lands, a shut-down
of
This last attempt was challenged, and Mi.
of and end to nuclear development, " and an end to
Papadimitri ou then said he would not r~lease the
World Hunger •
contract, but that the Steering Committee would
After being virtually ignored by the federal
h~ve to request this of the Board of Trustees.
government, the Native Indians will have appealed to
(Later, when the steering committe requested the
the UN for recognition of their race and rights by
names and phone numbers of the trustees, we were told
internat'ion al conununity. At present, the Ameri- .
the
approval of the Presidsnt
that we would need only.the
11
Indians have no representat ion in the UN.
., can
of the Boarq, and when we asked f~r that gentleman's
The message which was repeated was that the · ··· ~
name and number, Mr. Papadirnitri ou went into a
Long Walk expressed_the will arid spiritualit y of" the
protracted huddle with President Botstein, emerged
Indian People. The Indians are urging the solidat- ·
and it was announced that we weuld.
from said huddle
'
.
ity of all young people, in the struggle for surbe permitted to have the contract; President
vival in the increasingl y pollUted world. The In,Botstein said, however, that he did not wa~t this
dians urge that the Earth be preserved for all peo(That remains to be ~P.P.n:)
COnSidPrP.n ~ nrP~P.oent.
ples. As one who was lucky enough to join in the
The following "'Monday .. ~vening, the Steerin9 Conunittee
Walk for Surviyal, I must stress that the strongest
met again with Mr ; ';-zllcc<¥,li, and ....Mr: Maz~ei;:::p.o"t,.. our
part of the message was , in the walki~g itself. As I
Food Servic~Di:ac·f'or·,,/' . '\te·~ had 'speni:~'tne weekend ·. .<-:~·
ran to catch up with these robust people who had' · - ·
debating whether or not we should negotiate on any of
jeurneyed almost 4000 miles, I felt their incredible
the demands, and whether or not we had the mandate to
on to survive. The American Indians ar~ ·
determinati
demands
the
do so. We- -arrived at a concensus that
their survival, and for the ;urvival o£
for
speaking
item
principai
needed to be pressed, and that the
Out of 25 million people 400
people.
future
all
four
other
under discussion, the need for the
years ago, only half a million Indians sur~ive. Many
individuals discussed in item (~) to be removed
of the tribes are on the verge of extinction. The
·from the SAGA unit ' at Bard~ needed to be pressed for
situation is urgent. -~ I know many of you are busy
-several rea'sons: the need to maintain concensus, the
and involved in pursuing your education, but as one
fact that as- Steering Committee we were given a
of the Indians told the group at the rally, all the .
mandate to press the demands but not a clear
education and all the money in the world will be to
authority to "negotiate" per se ..•. , and the
avail when the water and air . is poisoned by radiono
'feeling that the welfare of both students and employees
active waste. The American Indians need your support.
outweighed the need to be "fair" to individuals
involved any way __ydu can. The general news will
Get
who, it seemed, had overstepped their authority to
inform you, so if you so desire, pou will not have
not
the point of abuse of the needs of the Bard
about these issues. But if you choose not to
hear
to
community.
support, you are as guilty of genocide
your
enlist
been
originally
had
Since the meeting with SAGA
government policies. Please help
oppressive
the
as
~ntended as an interview of sorts wi~h manager
of the Ancestors oi this Land~
appeal
the
support
sizable
a
However,
can~idates, it was not publicized.
guesses
(you
as
well
·
as
amount of students showed,
For information on how you can
it!) Mrs. Sugatt, Mr. Papadimitri ou and Mr. Sears.
get involved in the struggle
~e steering Committee was forced to go over old
.against Genocide, contact:
ground continually , with students who had not been
Jamie Delman, box 252
~t any of the other publicized meetings asking specific
(and ultimately unimportant ) questions; i.e., why
are we always running out of forks? A legitimate
concern, to be sure, but one that 'certainly was not
When the Steering
...on · t~e scale _we were trying for.
HELLO! The Musical Activities Group is taking out
Committee asked that students not on the Committee
this advertiseme nt to inform the musical and nonhold their questions, in order that we might proceed,
public (i. .e . · YOU) of its goals, progress
were
musical
things
comments were made to the effect that
students,
existence.
and
Several
tically."
"undemocra
done
being
At present M.A.G. has an office, some electronic
whose motives were not ctrear, came to the defense of
emplOyees
managerial
other
the
and
"Wi:z;eman
equipment (plans to purchase some good recording ..
:Larry
unit.
equipment) and an extensive tape library of student
in the SAGA
performance s going bac~ as far as the mid - 70's,
It was felt at that time that the Steering
.'committe was being deliberatel y sabotaged, although
If you are interested in sh~ring-ideas or want help
perhaps in a rather bald way: the recourse left to us,
with a performance of any kind or have suggest"ions
we felt, was to leave, if not as students, .but as
'contacts7 etc. for performance s you think would be
members of the Steering committee.
interesti~g, we are here to help you.
As of this writing, little has changed, but
large improvement s may ' be in the wings~ SAGA is
Paul Ruben
Contact:
anxious to keep the co~tract, and one antic~ates
Chris Cochrane
that the food will improve, if only for th~ balance
Doug Henderson
of the s~ester.
\
Guy Yarden
:. On fues. dec. 2 the stude_nt forum voted uriarlimously
We need support and enthusiasm
to' renew SAGA 1s contract. •
I
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Faculty Show

:

-.~

Ted Dewsnap
On Wednesday Octob~r 27~ the Art Depar~ent
sponsored a partY.. to ce:lehr {'tte the opezt;i.ng of tpe,
Faculty SP,.ow •. ..With, two keg$, music, art l9vers, art
:haters, and.be~r.):·ati;; ~rowt:l;i.ng the.. p.alls of i?roctor,
it was interesting to.compar~ the relat~vely t~ad. itional classroom instruction of our faculty to.what
they adhere.fo or part from in their own work~$
they "walk th~ t.ightrop~"..
. . .
Tom Wolf did:a· fine. job in hurriedly arranging
the show ~ricluding,himself.-3:nd his.colleagues !3ern~rd
Greenwald, Doug Baz, Kathleen Kenyon, Alan Cote, Jqke
Grossberg, Matt;. Phil.l~p~, J_im S1.,1~); ivan, ~ur:r:ay ~ei<:Jh,
and Nancy .Mitc.i·u;ick ~.. ' .
. .. - ·
Aian Cote~s tWo canvases were among ~he most interestlng of the w~rks presented. His piece on the
north wall shows an almost Orphist love for structure
created by color relatio:pships ._ ~ burlap-li_ke lt,lesp
unifies the texture of the su~:t:ace_. The colors metamorphose from one siC.e. to .the qther passing frorriear-~h
greens pn the left to the exciti~g atmospheric_yellow.
and blt;~ on the !;"ight. The color tran:si tion is not
gradual, thougJ:l -- the penter of the composition. is a
blue field with flashes 9f .brown. It Jnoy:es away from
the more static pictur~ · plane creating an almost
topographical inve~ted cone belonging to a different
space than _the surrounding geometric mesh.
Jake Grossberg's two large sculptures seem con~
fined ·by the small Proctor . halls, making their impact
on the viewer even stronger. His large metal frames
can be seen in one way as two dimensional divisions in
space. Looking through them into the space on the
other side is as important as looking direct-ly at
them. His largest piece in the eastern half of Proctor forms a large square from steel tubes. However,
it breaks at the top, creating tensions. It almost
achieves the harmony of a perfect square but ultimately cannot and the visual activity in the gap between
the two top arms is strong. Semicircular plates of
E?teel ~reak through the horizontallity of., the bot:t:om
tube but primarily react inward and upward, carrying
the eye from the base to the above tube which melts
into organic curves as if in_effect of the vertical·lity of the semicircles. These strong inward movements framed py the sculpture itse~f creat~ an il~
lusion of introversion.
Nanc-y Mitchnick' s impossible lighting, unusual
cropping of the picture, and qwkward perspective and
modelling forced me away from her work rather than
drawing my· intere~t. She seemed_ to be trying hard
to make the viewer uncomfortaple and I felt alienated
from the work.
Matt Phillips' five selections are quiet and
unpretentious (excepting the far· left print with the
large self-portrait~- the 'profile, shou~der, and
shirt sleeve are a bit too obvious and the visual
pun detracts from the landscape). They exhibit subtle but active shifts in composi~ion and color. The
center print is faded and forms a mysterious, con. templative scene -- it is as if it were an afterimage
, left on the retina when the eye turns away.

Jim Sullivan's large veranda and ocean canvas
attempts a similar sense of quiet. Here the contemplation of the viewer is reflected in an anonymous·male figure facing away from us~ However, the
thick, quick brushstrokes contradict this feeling.
The figure's double identity, one a solid, introverted figure and the other a superimposed, ghost~y
double looking out at the ocean, is a melodramatic
image of_melancholy.
Murray Reich's dot paintings play optical games.
Divisionist points overlap cubistic fields of c9lor,
creating a.composition that demands the spectator's
participation. The eye is drawn into the field experiencing complex color relationships and oppositions •
I've men~ioned only a few of the works in the
show.

•

Music Notes

- -,..,,

John Leaman

;..l-

'.

The Music Depar·tment and its faculty, generally,
contrary to popular past opinion, are an·available
r~source for all interested students of this
school.
For the first time, an independent music class
precepted by Jeff Presslaff has made it possible for
non-music majors and music majors alike to get credit
for their work in rock, jazz, and/or improvisational
groups t.hat are formed.
The principle of heavy student-to-student involvement to produce music is therefore stressed.
This, along with discussion groups with Jeff, adds
to the sanding-down of those ~tudents' musical
ideas.
According to:the students involved, Jeff has
'been intelligently observant and has given significant guidance, aiding in these groups' development.
It is also important to consider, because of past
opinion, that many of the activities within the
workshop are geared toward performances. This is not
to say that there are enough student-performed music
happenings at Bard.
The subject of the lack of gravity or the lack
of specific committment in the Music Department is
another important issue. It is true that in the
recent past it has been held up to a student's own
incentive to learn fundamental skills of music independent of class werk.
There is a class being given by Elie Yarden that
offers limited pitch composition to students that are
interested in developing their own musical abilities
for interpreting a musical score, improvising, and
composing. The limiting of the number of "notes
or
pitches that are present in a composition, enables
even those that are inexperienced to "get with 11 a
musical idea and shape it into something of their
'
.
own.
Although certain musical skills tend to develop,
such as sight reading and ear training, the class is
geared toward the creation of music. It is also very
important to understand that this class is also geared ·
heavily toward performance and demands that a student
attempt to perform and/o~ compose a composition almost every class meeting. e
11
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outside op- ,
The followini;tr anscript .. is ~ fairiy actur~te portrayal of Clint Penka's Se.nior Project Review proceedings. Void of
. .. .
.
.
.
.
.
issue.
thi.s
regarding
inion, the read.er_ is_ herepy invjted to draw hi~ I h~r own conclusions
of the
Chairman
Film,
of
'Professor
Associ!lte
Mekas,
Adolfas
follows:
as
Those present at Mr. Penka's Midway Review were
Gray,
Douglas
Filrr1;
Qf
or
s
Profes_
Assistant
Visitinli
foerv:
Ray
Film;
of
Professor
Assistant
r,
e
Film Departmen t), Tom Bren·
.
Al~
Genesse
.of
F.Qrn Student, Liz Schwartz, Film Student: Pola Chape_lle, and a case
as
meeting
the
attend
to
decision
My
transcript.
following
the
in
s
In brief, allow me to excuse .myself for any inaccuracie
had access
:'-'press representative. " was spontaneou s , thus allowing me time to supply myself with only pad and pen. If I
accurate.
to a tape recorder. the transcript would have been more.
......
by Mark Ebner

A Senior ProjecthJn Film:
· · The Midway Review
OK, I'm here. Shoot.
Unless this gets out of control, we'~l use
our own rules.
CLINT: How dig you guy_s ;L.ike my l[tpderat-io.n .Paper?
Look at the section on Brooke Shields.
. ADOLFAS (to MARK): Are you versed ·enough to take
stenograph y,_Mark? For mY.. own protectio n, of course.
MARK: Of course.
Rl\.Y: Clint, don't you have a ·fear .that your career
is, in fact, already over?
CLINT: Absolutel y not.
TOM: I've heard people ill; !!'any circles saying that
you are washed up. .
CLINT: That was pr~bably , a conspirac y ... I have a
\
film.
RAY: !oo you have it with you?
CLINT: Absolutel y not. I never show my work until
it is finished •.• except with whom r'm working with.
one written
~Y Senior Project consists of two films:
directed_
I
that
and paid for by (deleted) . I'd say
was sole
I
•.
Gray
Doug
o.f
I it with' the technical heip
cinematog rapher.
RAY: What was (deleteq) 's role?
CLINT: S/he wrot~. script and desigx:>-ed the -set ••.
S/he was the producer.
CLINT:

ADOLFAS:

_,

Adolfas in.te_rrupted at tlris point to state that these confer. ences are crnormally confidential'', and that all names of
outside t;olleagues were to remain "off the record". I gave
certain licences to censorship of this article to the faculty
.
_
·
. members present. ·
are
you
now
and
1\DOLFAS: So Clint, you have a script,
script?
the
to
interpret ing the film according
'Clint went on to dirulg~ technical proble~ involved with
the actual shooting; i.e., costume mismatching and set
_ .
_ problems.
CLINT~ I qidn't feel that these problems were my responsibi lity. I directed it as best as I could. The
creatiye process was the writing, shooting, anq editing. - Editing is a creative process as well as writing
and shooting.
RAY: Sometimes moresq.
TOM: Can we see the film?
CLINT: No. Not yet ••. It will be an inter.~sting
:film, with the strength in the ed~:ting •• -. The way I
view my career is that ·I'm. often going to be in pos-.
itions where.! have to shoot film that I didn't write.
I went into this project as an experienc e where I took
something written by someone else and directed it the
way the Writer sees it.
What does all this have to do ~itp ¥our senior
TO:H:
Project?
RAY: What is your Senior Project?
CLINT: TV commerci als.
TOM: I beiieve there'is some possibili ty of inspiration within the commercia l format. I have difficulty _accepting this film (the afo~ementioned film) ••.
Even using general principle s of the industry, if
Clint doesn't have the finai cut, ~ find it hard to
accept_.
CLINT: I'm getting paid for my services • . She has
the final cut. I disagree with you if you think I'm
going to be in the position where I'll have the
final say.
ADOLFAS: Let's taLk about the second 'half of your
project.
CLINT: I'm shooting two to three broadcast quality
commercials~ One perfume, and one fashion.
RAY: Jeans, I'm s~e.
CLINT: In the third, I'll be ~sing experimen tal
fi1m ~echniques in advertisi ng.

..

...0
0

...:::
~

Clin't Penka on the set of' 'Zamzok', a film hy Adolfas Meka.s.
./

ADOLFAS: ' ' What do all these big words. mean?
CLINT: There will also be a surprise' fiLm.
ADOLFAS: The one about the Jewish doctor's son?
CLINT: Let's just say it's a little surprise for
. you, Adolfas •
ADOLFAS: No hidden cameras, please.
CLINT: I've been getting up early t~ work on th.e
productio p of these co~ercials.
ADOLFAS:. You mean you've been practicin g getting
·up.

CLINT: Actually, I have someone get up for me .••
ADOLFAS: What I expect is that these commerci als
will nob only be of "broadcas t quality". I hope you
know what is meant by that term. You want a print
made suitable for TV, not just the,proje ctor •.• If
you're in that field, I can he1p you • . I'v~ done it.
Adolfas went on to discuss some of the commercial film
techniques that he once used.
Clint, what if we were, instead of the Film Department, say,·pai.n ting or poetry?
CLINT: If this was paint~ng, I'd paint my father's
house·.
What about poetry?
· RAY:
CLINT: I'd probably make Hallmark cards.
ADOLFAS: Do,you think this is a solid Senior Project?
CLINT: I've 'worked on five professio nal commercia ls
starting at $50 a day, eventuall y scaled to $150 •.•
I've had to turn down other )obs because of school.
TOM: You've firmed up· a little since we talked last
week .•• Why don't _you transfer from Bard to a trade
school?
CLINT: I believe that there are good and bad commercial films. I don't want to make bad ones. I want to
. be the best.
What do you mean by the best?
TQr.1:
CLINT: I want to be rated right up there. ijave my own
I've already prepared my Academy Award
TV special.
. acceptanc e speech. What will make me satisfied is to
make a commercia l film that you'll: go to see. I want
people who have studied film, and those who haven't,
come out of one of my fiLms saying, "~ was a good
film."
ADOLFAS: We've never had a midway like this before.
(Laughs) You are very glib with words, Clint. I
think you are often wrqng. But I Like your enthusiasm
a,nd wish you 11 Mazel Tov". At this point, we can believ~ _ Clint, and consider what he says vali4, and
wish him good luck with his Academy Award.
RAY:
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RAY: I think the issue with what Clint wants to .do
.
with his life is seperate.
ADOtF.A S: College is preparation for life • • . Years
back, this is for the record, Leon told me, "If your
film graduates don't go into film ••• Say, they go
intO tnedicin_e Or law 1 ,that IS the W~y it ShOUld be II
I'm very proud that many Bard graduates are now
working in film.••• Clint has been exposed to a
liberal arts environment, and that too is good.
Clint • s pr'o j ect should fit into a liberal
RAY~
arts framework.
ADOLFAS: If he can e~ist on his own after college,
he wins.
I
I haven't seen any pliy·sical~ evidence.
RAY:
don't know a thing abo:ut Clint Penka. "·
ADOLFAS: I've had seniors come in here with rolls
of exposed film. I've graduated Production Managers
who have ·Iie~er made a.. · film. ·
CLINT: Ray, I don't thin~ that any of this is my
fault. You are a new professor and have not been in
any position to see or judge any _of my work. _
RAY : On both grounds I'm raising - objections.,•. On
the idea of your commercials and the oth~r film.
CLINT: I had no idea you were going to be here.
You could have come to the set of Zamzok and asked
me questions.
What about perfume? What the hell are you
~OLFAS:
going to do with that?
,CLINT: It's going to be an ·attractive commercial
I have a beautiful woman ..• enchanted forest .•.
sunrise ... introspective .•. hey, it's b~autiful
she meets a well dressed man who pours champagne for
her ••. cut to · a shiny black surface where there will
be . . . champagne . . • the perfume • . . a rose • • . I want
· to convey the feeling of the perfume ..• fresh ...
natural ••. subtle ••• effective.
Excuse me, but, _for the :r;-ecord, this is a lot of
TOH:
shit.
CLINT: Fine.
TOH: What is crucial is the word Adolfas used, "vision". You haven't. described a vision that will transcend commercialism.
CLINT: I have no int~tions of trqnscending commer~ial~
ism. I have great respect fo~ commercial filmmakers.
o

TOH:

Whg?

CLINT: " .~Rick · Levi~e ~-. ' ' , ~
, ,
What is his signature?
' TOJ:-1:
How would you know one · of J:tlck Levine's commer.RAY:
cia;I.s lf you walked .into a theater and saw it?
CLINT: Is that the objective of viewing commercials?
But 1 1 m not an expert on everyone's style ••• even
· from working with two production h9:uses and two direct.o rs.
RAY: What charact~~ize~ .Jeff Lovinger's work, from
what · you've seen? _
'CLD~T: . Emph~~is on the_set, as in the Mtller commercial I worked on.
ADO!..FAS: You'r'e getting very much into the "shit" Tom
was speaking of . .You cannot emphasize yourself in a
commercial. ·
CLINT: I disagree with you.
LIZ: Ciitit, I think you're a really smart guy
CLINT: And g?od .looking, too?
LIZ: ... but is this the best you can do? You don't·
meet the criteria of aesthetic value. Yo~'re following cliches, Clint.
CLINT: Obviously I'm doing the best I can.
ADOLFAS: Can you see this published? (Laughs) Can
you_ sep th~s pappening in any other department?
CLiliT: Liz, I'm going to do the best job I can do.
LIZ: I'm not impressed with what you are doing. I
think it sounds mediocre at best.
One might say "trite".
RAY~
TOM: iihat if we were to say that what you're doing
is not up to Senior Project. stap.dards?
;CLn~T: I was hoping . we 'i'louldn •t get into that.
ADOLFAS: I'm willing to give people a lot of rope
I.have a lot of faith ~n Clint. Clint will be
judged qn the quality and spirit involved in this
very , technical _ form_of filmmaking.
TOM: If.the board suggested that you abandon your
project?
CLINT: To b~ honest, I'd do it anyway.
ADOLFAS: L~t's not be brutal, Tom.
TOM: I'd rather be brutal now than later.
I came into Bard with ideas of what I wantCLI~T:
ed to do. I was told that I was "going down the
wrong path in filmmaking" by certain ex-Bard film
professors. I still , have the same goals that I've
always had, and I've never been told not to do
--anything.
ADOLFAS: We don·~ impose on what sort of films •
people ~hould make.

RAY: What about perfume bottles?
ADOLFAS: If it looks great on film, I like it.
CLINT: I don't think that the question "whether or
not we shou;I.d accept this as a Senior Project"
should even be brought up. I pay $10,000 a year
ADOLFAS: You don't pay!
CLINT: SHHH ... I have a vision, and I know that
I'm doing the best I can with what I know.
TOM: That's an apology before you start.
ADOLFAS: I don't say that I'm an artist. If I was
Brakhage, I'd say that I'm an artist ... A comrner-cial" is to sell a product.
TOM! I believe that if you're in the business of
making commercials -ADOLFAS: ~. -- Clint wants to go to Hollywood.
TOM: -- you must have a vision, and that must take
priority. The way they judge conunercials is by how
people see them, what they think of them, not
whether or not the product sells.
CLINT & ADOLFAS: I disagree.
CLINT: When I make commercials, I want to make sure
that I'm hired again to make another one. I'm not
concerned with how they're rated.
ADOLFAS: I made commercials for Haddassah for no
fee. There were $3000 in expenses. The commercial
made $6,000,000 in six weeks. I thought the work was
lousy.
TOH: You're not a student.
CLINT: How does whether or not he's a student fit
into wh?t we're talking about?
TOM: It ~ust fit in with the base of yourself.
CLINT: I look at it as a business~ I'm concerned
with making a pr9fit. Money is a measure of success.
TOH: Money is not a measure of success. There are
many rich men who are not successful.
CLINT: Then we have different views of what success
is.
TOM: Ar~_ypu saying that your primary concern and
motivat±on is money?
CLINT: _ About half of it.
ADOLFAS: More than that, Clint.
CLINT: I'm also concerned with the lifestyle ... the
social scene ••• sitting around poolside with George
Lucas ...
ADOLF AS: Wlu3n you Ire. there I remember us here.
TOM: You're .only ,inter.ested in -t he mon~y, and' I can't
(He tosses a beer bottle into the trash can
b~y that.
with empha,sis.)
ADOLFAS: Let's not be pic~yune about money. I've
been poor all my life. If I can reach that money,
I'll grab for it. Now, I'm leading a very hap~y
life, but like'I said, if I can reach that money,
I'll grab it. I don't want to die at Bard. I don't
want to retire as Brofessor Emeritus at Bard. Nobody does. If ! get the money, I leave Bard. I'd
like to have houses at Beverly Hills, the Medite+ranean, the Virgin Islands, and New England ...
· CLINT: ~ But you're happy now ...
ADOLFAS: With the money, I'd be much happier.
RAY: we're being asked to comment on Clint's prCYject .. ~With the evidence present, to comment on
whether or not your work is realizable is impossible.
ADOLFAS: The handbook says that the Senior Project
sQould reflect work accomplished in four years of
college.
CLINT: I work very well with you, Adolfas.
ADOLFAS: Bullshit.

Adolfas Mekas on the set of 'Zamzok', a film by Adolfaa ¥ekas.
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ANTI-SEMITISM at BARD
being serious, that they were only having fun.

One
participa nt at the barmitzva h complaine d that it was
11
his senior vear, his last chance to have fun: After
it
that
argued
They
fun."
college,, there's no more
y
apparentl
..
s,
"Goldfarb
the
Yet,
_ was a private affair.
testimony
the
.
by
_
evi~enced
as
ones
paranoid
are· the
They fear persecuti on. They express a sickly
~b6ve.
paranoia. When I called one of them ·a "dirty antisemite," he came over to me in the Commons and
expressed in a contorted face, in an almost chokedoff growl that he · was Jewish, that he was a "Semite·"
That to call him a~-. anti-semi te was a terrible thing
to say. Yet, his expressio n and his social cliques'
paranoia express something deeper than just hedonism,
deeper than a spirit of fun. The roots may lie in
an unconscio us self-hatr ed {for the Jews in the group.)
of co~scious
or in a general insensiti vity arid lack
11
ness. In any case, the "Goldfarb s are anti-semi tes
and this is the important thing:
Why is thi~event qnti-sem itic? It should be
obvious that. the mock. barmitzva h __ was a distortio n
and a c~aricature of Jewish culture by ·another, or a
stereotyp ical portrayal of Jews by non-Jews or by
Jews who are so assimilat ed that they have no cla~
to Judaism or the use of its ·symbols and its practices ..
In a·soc~ety which contains within it racist and
anti-sem itic undertone s and practices 1 holding this
ev~nt in public lends support to those who believe
~n stereotyp es of Jews, gives legitimac y to the
stereotyp es of Jews. Objective ly, the event lends
'itself to anti-~emitism and serves to pbj.ectify and
manipulat e Jews and their religion. T.he evnt was
political (and thus more than a mere adolescen t
prank, or joke, or upper class sqcial ritual) since
it was public; ~ it was held in ' Adolph''s and advertise d.
As the witness above argues:
"This wasn't an adolescen t prank. Pranks are
generally carried out in the dead of night- _
this was done in public. People were invited
to it. It was advertise d as an event at which
one could get drunk and it wasn.'t particula rly
funny. It doesn't qualify as a prank at all;
it was , a very vicious and venal satire.,-,
.

-.

I

...__ . . ...

The . public character of this - event was ~iso -noted:
(

"On every other table in the dining commons
there was a xeroxed invitatio n "Please Come To
Ezra Shem Goldfarb 's ·Barmitzv ah," there were
graffitti ed announcem ents for this barmitzva h in
several bathroom s •• -. including the most used one
in the commons men's room. It was very public.
In fact, they banged on glasses during a meal to
get some semblance of silence and ··announce d it
once or twice in the Conunons··during dinner. It's
hard to 'get more public than that."
The mock barmitzva h was given exposure to the local
populatio n. It legitimiz ed the stereotyp es of Jews.
This has become even more significa nt in light of
increased anti-semi~ic activity in the Hudson Valley
region. Thus, this very public event legitimat es
whatever stereotyp es may already be in the minds of
the local populatio n which frequents Adolph's.
_Was this event ~mere matter of taste, a social
preferenc e, an opinion? Jean-Paul Sartre reminds us:
The word opinion makes us stop and think. It is
the word a hostess uses to bring to an end to
a discussio n that threatens to become acrimonio us.
It suggeits that ail points of view' are equal;
it reassures us, for it gives an inoffensi ve
appearanc e to ideas by redu~ing them - to the level
of tastes. All tastes are natural; all opinions
~e permitted •. Tastes_,___colors and opinions
are not open to discussio n. In the name of
democrati c institutio ns, in the name of freedom
preach his
the anti-sem ite asserts the right
re.''
everywhe
anti-Jewi sh crusade

to

In · his bOok, "Anti-Sem ite and Jew·, 11 Sartre explained
a key point: that at issue in discussin g the nature
of anti-SEmi tism is how true one ·is to ~ culture, how
authentic or honest one is coming to terms with their
identity. _Thus, the major defense of the "Goldfarb s"
cannot be that they are Jews. This point bears
some theorizing~
"Authent icity, it is almost needless to say,
consists in having a true and lucid conscious ness
of the situation ,- in assuming the responsib ilities and risks that it involves, in accepting
. . \

it in pride or in humiliati on, sometimes in
horror o.r hate ... And the Jew d<?es not escape
this rule: authentic ity for him is to live to
the full his condition as Jew; inauthen ticity
is to dent it or attempt to escape from it.
Inauthen ticity is no doubt more tempting for
him than other men, because the situation which
he has to lay claim to and live in is quite
simply that of a martyr ... What character izes
inauthent ic Jews is that they deal with their
situation by running away from it; they have
Ghosen to deny it, or to deny their responsib ilities, or to deny their isolation which appears
intolerab le to them. That does not necessari ly
mean that they wish to destroy the concept of
the Jew or that they explicitl y deny the existence of a Jewish reality. But their gestures
sentiment s and acts secretly aim at destroyin g·
Jean-Paul Sartre
this reality."
Thus, for the assimilat ed Jew, the mock barmitzva h
represent s a false collectiv ity, a false way of coming
to terms with his identity. The assimilat ed Jew by
his assimilat ion seeks a community , the community of
non-Jews. No one denies him this right. But the
inauthent ic Jew can easily find this community by
opposing all Jews, by trying to isolate the community
of Jews, he seeks solidarit y with non-Jews. This
is the hidden spirit of the Goldfarbs inter-rel igious
· unity, the hidden meaning behind their advertise d
conversio n, "The. Goldfarbs Go Protestan t. Yes, It's
.Incredib le! That wonderful predomin ately Jewish
Family has converted ! We have even taken on new
names ... " Sartre tells us:
'\Thus, the anti-semi tism and the masochism of
the inauthent ic . Jew represent in a sense the two
extremes of his possible behavior: in his antiSemitism he denies his race in order to be no
more than a pure individua l, a man -without
blemish in the midst of other men; in masochism
he repudiate s his liberty as a man in order to
escape the sin of being a Jew and in order to
seek the repose and passivity of a thing."
I . haye_noth ing against assimilat ed Jews. I do have
something against Jews who, once assimilat ed, · use
their former ties to Judaism as a weapon against a
religion, culture, and people who still exist and
practice what for them represent s an important part
of themselve s and their identity.
Was the mock barmitzva h funny? Humor is never
innocuous , or at least can be vicious and despicabl e.
Irving Howe in World of our Fathers discusses the
evolution of Jewish humor in America, in the fifties
and sixties. Here, he argues that "the humor of the
Jewish entertain ers moved, through the passage of
gene~ations, toward a rasping agressive ness, an
arrogant declarati on of a despised Jewishness~
Does the world regard us as vulgar? Very well, we
will give it a belly-fu ll of wlf]a~:ity. •1
Describin g Lenny Bruce as " a prophet corrupted who
ranted against corruptio n, a lacerated nihilist at
once brilliant and debased," he defines the humor
of a mock barmitzva h, the humor of 1enny Bruce:
~\

.

HaV1ng stored up a belly-fu ll of Jewish humiliation, Bruce cast it back ont~ his audiences .
The laughter he won was a nervous laughter,
tingling with masochism ; it was like the laughter
of convicts caught in a _scheme to escape. Humor
of this kind bears a heavy weight of destructi on
in Jewish hands, more likely self-dest ruction,
for it proceeds from a brillianc e that corrodes
the world faster than, even in imaginati on, it
can remake it. A corrupt ascetic is a man
undone."

Thus, while Howe may not have an entirely accurate
portrayal of Bruce, he does speak to the corruptio n
inherent in a "corrupt ascetism" and an assimilat ed
portrayal of Jews, the corruptio n of the inauthent ic
Jew.
There is a historica l meaning to this corruptio n.
An article in the UCCC Senator for October 29, ]980,
described the fears of Rabbi Arnold Wolf of Yale
Universi~y who argued that colleges across the
country try "to suppress the cause of Judaism because
it doesn't fit." Also, more significa nt is what
passes as the innocuous use of Nazi symbols:
"13rian Jantes' of the Damned is probably represent ative of -punks when he says he wears. Nazi stuff
~ ~ -- - C9NT ON PAGE 15
' ·" · '
~

~·

\
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"just because I like.the look of it. It means
absolutely nothing to me." Johnny Rott~n wearsa swastika tee-shirt, but denounces the fascist
regime in "God Save the Que·e~. "
·
Bruce D~niels, Socialist Revue. no. 39
Wh.ile Daniels tries to belittle in many w.ays the use
of Nazi symbols, sinc_e he states that he knows "of no .
punk rock band in Britain .that equates we~ring a
swastika on a shirt with a committment to the ideology
of National soc;i.tlism, II he fails to recognize the .
cru~ial point. It is because the~e symbols mean
nothing,to those who associate with them that the
. real dang~r lies. lt is unselfconscious anti-,semitism,
., the anti-semitism that passes as humor, as_op~n~on,
as a question of style that is the real,. and current .
danger. Bard's anti-:-pemitism speaks t9 ~the qangers
of fascism because of the dangers of permis~ive~ess .
and appeasement. •
·
..

From page 3
He mentions that he called a Goldfarb. a '1d{rty
anti-semite.". He seems to get a great_ deal of
pieasure from the person's fac~, which was·contorted with rage." We would love to see Mr. Feldmanis
face after he was just called a dirty anti-semite·.
COMMENT MADE!

·Apparently Mr.. :F~ldman also belieye~ that some
Jews. are too assimilated into American culture·. We
ask Mr. Feldman where he gets the authority· to judge
who is too a9similated and who is not, and at what
point assimilation is good or bad: We_can only
.notice that he does not address himself to this
_topic.
Finally, we object to anyone calling_Ezra Shem's
Bar Mitzvah "political." It was held strictly in
the spirit of "public fun. 1• This event affected the
Bard community in much th~ same ,way Lenny Bruce
affecteq society. Bruce, by satirizing ethnic and
racial stereotypes,
to d'iscuss openly
.
.allowed people
.
.._
that which was formerly suppressed. Thus, an open
atmosphere for discussion was created.
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we thank 'ourselves and Mr. Feldm:an for the
lecture given at Bard on Anti-semitism. We feel we
have been instrument"al in bring:ing about open
discussion of this problem.· We believed that we
could affect the Bard commuhity -t;.hrough the use of
humor, and it' seems.we.have -succeeded. A blessing
. ! - '.
.
.
.
on all our heads!
~
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: Mazel Tov!
The Goldfarbs
BRUCE "GUTS" VENDA

-continued. from page 8
'and which the resid~nts at· seymqur pointed out so.
snidely. It was a letter that mad·e no ~ttempt a.t
c9mpromise either, especially as it WaS COmpletely
unexpect~d and unprecedented; Peter made no move to
conciliate himself with the peopl~ whom he sent the
letter either before he made the threats contained tfi~rein or' after. :tt would appea:r tl;lat.P.eter
had a c'onception of what the normal ~tudent.is like,
and when c'e~tain peopie in Seyrn~ur . did ·~ot mee't' that 1
he fired
the first shot.of the.war.
;:-

.Thls is just.a well-known example that has two
sides t9 it. There are other examples, sush_as th~
harassment by.Peter Gaines of-quite
few students
(including myself) concerning residential ·condi:tions
that seem to bother no one but him. Such.as the
·
student that walked up to Leon arid told him that if
he ever ·set foot in his neighb"qrhood tha·t he'd be
dead. 'sud}' as_ another ~tudent Is pL:m to\'c~~onise"
·the Comn;tons by ..putting Superglue :Ln the· locks. o~ the
faeulty_dlning room late one night, thus_forcing them
to join the hoi polloi in the dining room for their
meals for.a while. Such as the obvious attempt$ by
those j_n charge to "homogenize" the student boo.y by
ma.king, the. incom~rs of the pas't two y·ears, for the
most part, of the type that would be more comfortat Swarthmo~e or Vassar but coqldn't get in •. The
list goes on. (Unfortunately, most_of the issues I
~aised deserve more atte~tion than space permits.
Just take rny,word for them.}

a
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now we have

~een

thei.·9-i~t.R.~~?,~5h~.-.t;'3j.§ease

the symptoms. How about
is caused, of course, by a

D

variety of things; chief amqng these i~ paranoia.
It is easy to believe, as_the residents of Seymour
did, that Ludlow doesn't want them to have any good
times if they are afraid of the power wielded there
and are convinced that that power is bent toward
squelching them. Ludlow, similarly, is worried
about the money problem and feels that enrollment
will drop if the school earns a repuat;. .tton for lack
of order. Students who are hassled by Ludlow
flatter thernselve·s in thinking that Mary has nothing
else to do; Papadimitriou is d~ceiving himself if
he thinks that prospective students really care how
strict_ 't"he school is. In any case, both sides are
convinced that the other is out to get them, and is
spendi .ng sleepless nights thinking how ~o make the
other uncomfortable.

l'

I've gotten off the track again. What I mean
to say is this: it doesn't have to be this way. A
visit to Ludlow at the summons of someone there should
not be regarded_ with dread or evil glee·; a visit of
an Administration figure to the students home
ground should not be looked upon as a chance to give
them hell. I'm just really tired of the conflict
that goes on endlessly here; it causes much more
grief than co-operation would. To end this piece
wlth the statement that you, the humble reader,· is
both the sufferer of and solution to this warfare
is not my style; it is, hgwever, the only way I can
think of to get this mess~ge .across. Think about it.e
A SENIOR PROJECT IN FILM:

THE MIDWAY REVIEW

Continued from page 13
CLINT: You can say bullshit
ADOLFAS: OK, I won't say it .
RAY: Clint, I don't think you should defend yourself
as .much as~y9u are. You should welcome discussion
and disagreement·. Pragmatically, we are asked to
discuss these things, and you shouldn't feel put
upon.
•

Further u.Jff the record" discussion of a certain_ ex-Bard '
film professor's derogatory remarks about Clint and his
work ensued.
.
CLINT: I do. Neither of you (Torn and Ray) were at
my moderation, or have s~en roy work. Since I've
been here, I've been told that I'm not personal
enough and that I will fail in the film world. That,
to me, is being put upon.
ADOLFAS: "Vision" is to narrow a definition of film.
If it holds our attention it is good.

Here, Tom made some off tlw record comments about
Clint's .character (or did he say caricature)
·
CLINT: -I have a pLace I want to be. I've never been
dissatisfied with my work.
TOM: What is it that you're trying to get to? There
are hundreds of commercial filmmakers who have this
dream and will never reach it.

Off tlie record opinions were polled with •Hay expressing a
negative opinion of Clint's work and sayin'l that it was
invalid as Senior Project material. . He aKreed that he would
fill out a "minority report" and· submit it to Adolfas. In
!zearing Ray's opinion, Clint replied, "Ray, .the point is, you
won't be on my board, so why don't you go write a book f''
TOM: If Clint succeeds in making even one commercial
that I like,•r'll give him an "A". If he exceeds my
wildest expectations, I'll give him an "A".

T11e meeting Was adjourned at this point.
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Paranoia, of course, is·a broad label, and
covers other relevant topics as lack'of communication
distrust, and, in this case, differences of ages.
All of these are causes of the "us vs. them"
.syndrome at Bard. As well, there is; the alwaysconfusing factor of money: students spend so much of
it here that they have often unreal}stic expectations
of How it is to be spent and consequently think the
Administration is screwing them when these
expectations are not met. Many of these ideas are
valid; h9wever, very few people appreciate how_little
$10 1 000 really is in the league of figures that are . .
usually d~~lt with here. The Administration wastes
a lot of money, true; this is because they cannot cope
with inflation and other forces beyond our control
(including the incompetence or crookedness of some of
the people they hire to handle the money here).

:·KVETCH: KVETCH, KVETCH
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